this problem-space by placing it back into the narrower context of Kashmir. Since the late-1990's there's been a surge in Kashmir Anglophone novels. A problem kept gnawing at me while reading these works: that these novels are populated with things such as barracks, barriers, barricades, checkpoints, concertina wires, walls, fences. Regardless of genre, whether romance or memoirs or political thrillers, these novels happen in the context of siege and crackdowns, curfews, identity cards. Quoting from Arundhati Roy's Ministry of Utmost Happiness:
"As the noisy, rattling bus with its still, silent passengers drove deeper into the Valley the tension grew more tangible. Every fifty meters, on either side of the road, there was a heavily armed soldier, alert and dangerously tense. In every part of the legendary Valley of Kashmir, whatever people might be doing-walking, praying, bathing, cracking jokes, shelling walnuts, making love or taking a bus-ride home-they were in the rifle-sights of a soldier….At every checkpoint the road was blocked with movable horizontal barriers mounted with iron spikes that could shred a tyre to ribbons..."
As the bus goes down towards the valley the tension in the flesh becomes tangible. What precisely is the link between the armed soldiers, iron spikes, and muscular tensions in flesh of the bus passenger? Whereas barriers are objects that bar movement, here Roy observes "movable horizontal barriers," as barriers charged with a dynamism, an organicity. Given this, I make the following arguments: First, these material conditions (objects like the barriers, checkposts, wires, walls, fences etc.) form the background of every contemporary Kashmir novel. Let us call these background material conditions the 'jurisdictional conditions' of the contemporary Kashmir literature. Second, these jurisdictional conditions need to be read as signs, codes, and ques, charged with a certain politico-juridical history going back to Indian constitutionalism as it evolved during the partition and decolonisation of India and Pakistan. Third, in literary narratives, these jurisdictional conditions produce a jurisdictional crisis, as sites of stuckness, and the novels are a performance of stuckness. Literature encrypts jurisdictions spatiotemporally, as what Bakhtin calls a chronotope. It is via these jurisdictional conditions that I explore the three thematics of my problem-space enumerated above. In trying to explicate the literary representations of jurisdictional crises, for heuristic purposes, I shall suggest provisional typologies of representation that emerge from the texts, such as: the typology of prohibition; of displacement and condensation; of speech and aphasia; of heroism, love and family romance; and of global literary friendships.
Postcolonial Colonialism:
Visiting Kashmir, one of the most common slogans and graffiti in its towns and villages is "Go India, Go Back."
3 This demand echoes an earlier slogan "Go Back Simon, Go Back"
demanded by the Indian anti-colonial movement against the British government's Simon Commission (1928) . As if the words 'Go India, Go Back' first begs India to go back to the lessons of its own colonial history as a precondition to hearing the Kashmiri demand. The demand for selfdetermination requires India to not just literally step out and demilitarize the region, but also to take a step back and reflect upon its actions. Kashmir's cry for freedom disrupts the progress narratives of decolonisation by intertwining different eras and temporal sequences into the present:
the demand for independence was no longer India's past, but continues to haunt its present.
A recognition of occlusions and blind spots in the earlier formations of postcolonial studies has led to reorientations in the field that now, more proactively, responds to emerging social and political configurations. Frantz Fanon's Wretched of the Earth, eschewing the celebratory mode of discourse around national independence, presciently noted the dead-ends of anticolonial nationalism leading to the creation of newly independent countries that would then get sucked back into the world market and fall prey to necolonialism. National independence is merely the formal transfer of power from the western coloniser to his agent, the national bourgeoisie which, now in alliance, perpetuates
Western imperial interests in these regions. The bourgeoisie appropriation of decolonisation leads to an unending circle of violence leading to a condition where, as Robert Young puts it, colonialism and postcolonialism operate together in a structure whereby the former produces the latter which in turn produces more of the former. 7 Fanon reserves the term 'decolonisation' for the New Humanism which will emerge from the "cleansing force" of the revolutionary violence that will blast a way out of this fortressed Manichean regime of perpetual domination. For Partha Chatterjee, anticolonial nationalism is stuck in a "blocked dialectic" between nationalism and colonialism because the discourse of nationalist thinking is part of the post-Enlightenment discourse that is indissolubly tied to colonial domination. Indian nationalism therefore established and sought the nationalization of colonial state without attempting a substantive transformation of its class configurations and institutional, pedagogical and juridical structures. Kashmir is the symptom of this circular impasse of postcolonial colonialism. 
Colonial Constitutionalism:
Decolonisation is often symbolically marked by the process of creating national constitutions.
Constitutions are instruments for legitimizing the nation-state. They are, theoretically, products of popular sovereignty. Popular sovereignty is based on a politics of inclusions and exclusions, insiders and outsiders, friends and enemies. 11 In reality, the revolutionary foundations of popular sovereignty as the constituent power that generates constitutions is rarely visible in postcolonial states.
Saadat Hasan Manto's Naya Qanun (The New Constitution) is a satirical short-story that pokes holes into the promises of constitutionalism.
12 Set in the walled city of Lahore, a horse-cart driver named Mangu overhears his passengers, two businessmen he picked up at the High Court, talking about a new constitution that is about to be implemented, which will make Indians free to citizenship is shown to be illusionary given the differing relationship of the subaltern and bourgeoisie nationalist to colonial political reform. 13 But another interesting aspect here is the 11 Chantal Mouffe, "Citizenship and Political Identity," 61, October: The Identity in Question, 30 (1992) ; "...since to construct a 'we' it is necessary to distinguish it from a 'them', and since all forms of consensus are based on acts of exclusion, the condition of possibility of the political community is at the same time the condition of impossibility of its full realization. Salman Rushdie in Shalimar The Clown parodies the Constitution's usage of "national integrity"
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-"The key to understanding this position was the word 'integral' and its associated concepts. Elasticnagar was integral to the Indian effort and the Indian effort was to preserve the integrity of the nation. Integrity was a quality to be honoured and an attack on the integrity of the nation was an attack on its honour and was not to be tolerated...Kashmir was an integral part of
India. An integer was a whole and India was an integer and fractions were illegal. Fractions caused fractures in the integer and were thus not integral...When truth and integrity conflicted it was integrity that was to be given precedence." Within this paranoid imagination Partition appears as a castration-anxiety in the Hindu nationalist masculinity, leading to the fetishization of Kashmir.
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In other words, Kashmir becomes an imagined object necessary for its self-coherence and the preservation of identity. and racial/religious domination (although it definitely is that) but also an existential one. Consider Article 1(1) of the Indian Constitution: "Name and territory of the Union: (i) India, that is Bharat, shall be a Union of States." The Constitution, by way of a speech act, names the nation India as well as Bharat: one modern, and the other, ancient. Kashmir, within this Euro-Indic rhetoric of precoloniality is imagined as part of a Bharat prior to "Islamic invasions". In this constitutive nominalism, the nation is simultaneously the midnight's children as well as the progeny of the ancient king Bharata. 'atmospheric walls': these are the walls that appear to some but not to others. For some these are atmospheric, light, windy, white, and for others it is concrete, hard, dark. A wall is a technique: a way of stopping something progressing without appearing to stop them. an attempt to express a trauma. 37 The refrain, like a traumatic recurrence, hits the wall again and again, unable to work itself out, unable to move away. But as Kaul notes, the trauma in this ghazal is not just in its form, but in the stuttering tongue, the heaving chest, the shifting of meanings, rhymes, refrains, mnemonics and alliterations. To put it simply, the form of the ghazal carries this latent affordance of expressing the atmospheric walls of this jurisprudential crisis.
Peter Brooks, following Barthes and Todorov, theorises narrative plot as a movement, a libidinal drive, an energy moving from beginning to end. 38 Our relationship with the novel is dynamic, goal oriented, as we turn page by page, it is structured as moving forward, beginning to end. Narrative is metaphorical, it unifies and brings together actions into relation with one another, combining to form a 'common plot', rejecting the unassimilable actions, moving towards totalization. The beginning of the plot is a promise for final coherence-the chain of metonymies will deliver a metaphorical union. The Kashmir novel, with barriers and barricades, does not have this flow of meaning towards a discernible end. It presents us therefore with the second recurrent typology, that of waiting. This is also the typology of the heavily saturated middle, the "dilatory space" as the space of postponement, error, blockage, which is ultimately a problem of identity, of In the heart of the crime as well as the novel lies a contradiction: on one hand, there is the abduction, a disappearance, a void; and on the other, is a willful refusal to acknowledge the disappearance. There is a negation, followed by a concealment, leading to the paradoxical stuckness of Haleema: she knows as well as doesn't know who abducted her son. because the nation doesn't emerge, the protagonist is stunted. Jacques Lacan has described the scene of the child recognizing its own image in the mirror as crucial for constitution of the ego.
But consider Shabir Azar's ghazal:
In the mirror of that lake, What should I see…?
From its depths that stranger-like corpse stares I have often Thrown a stone-I wished to smash that mirror ripples formed, spread, dissipated
The specular image on the mirror is supposed to present the ego-ideal, but here, the ego-ideal is a stranger-like corpse. The stuckness is in the absence of the ideal-I. to death in 2013, and although the charges against Geelani have been dropped, he continues to live under the law's persecutory shadows. These are trials of illegal detention, custodial torture, solitary confinement, lack of full legal representation, coerced confessions, media trials, guilt before proven innocent, followed by the death penalty. Just days after Geelani was allowed to go home, he was shot outside his lawyer's residence but not killed. When the literary representations of stuckness are transposed back into the law, it is the immobility in this figure of S.A.R. Geelani and Afzal Guru that we find.
Conclusion: Typology of Literary Friendships
To the extent that conditions of stuckness allow, I want to conclude with the typology of global time, bringing forth connections through shorthand, a circumventing through palimpsest of friendships.
